StrongPRO
Making your fleet unstoppable

Innovating the indestructible battery
StrongPRO is Exide’s all-new truck battery. It features a next-generation HVR® (high
vibration resistance) design, and comes with Carbon BoostTM, Exide’s smart solution for
reduced acid stratification, faster recharge, and increased cycling.
Since the AdBlue® tank was introduced (Euro 5/6), truck makers have moved the battery
to the rear chassis, where increased vibrations cause early battery failures. Exide’s
unique HVR® technology prevents this, and enabled StrongPRO to pass the extreme
vibration tests under the new European V4* standard – likely the first on the market!
StrongPRO means lower risk of breakdowns, more starting reliability, and longer
lifespan – providing the lowest total cost of ownership for your fleet. As a leading OEM
supplier, Exide brings the latest technology straight to the aftermarket.
* EN 50342-1(2015)

Made in Europe by Exide Technologies
Original Equipment Manufacturer

StrongPRO

Benefits

Type List

›› Extremely robust – latest HVR® technology
Performance

›› Ideal for chassis-end location, particularly Euro 5/6 trucks
›› Carbon BoostTM for faster recharge and longer endurance
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›› Ideal for long-haul trucks with comfort equipment to support
“life on board”
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›› Maximum starting reliability after overnight stay
›› OE experience inside
›› First class safety features
›› Maintenance free – no topping up
›› Optimal total cost of ownership (TCO)
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High performance components and materials
Labyrinth integrated into the lid with
flame arrestor and central degassing
outlet for maximum safety

Reinforced container wall
with additional ribs*
3DX negative grids with unique
Carbon Boost™ for super-fast
recharge and improved cycling

New extended side
and top fixation*
Framed positive
grids with heavyduty polyethylene
separator and
glass mat for
homogeneous
compression

Additional hot melt
spots locking the
cell group*

Bottom plate adhesion
for extra fixation*

*Latest generation of Exide’s leading HVR® design,
meeting V4 requirements (EN 50342-1:2015)
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